






































RELATED  TO  THE  SIZE  AND  COMPOSITIONDEPENDENT  STRUCTURAL 
PROPERTIES OF THE NANOPARTICLES 
!UBASED  SOLIDS  HAVE  BEEN  STUDIED  AS  POTENTIAL 
ELECTROCATALYSTS FOR FUEL CELL APPLICATIONS IN THE OXIDATION OF 




OF  PURE  PLATINUM  SUPPORTED  ON  CARBON  FOR  OXYGEN 
REDUCTION
4HE ASSOCIATION OF GOLD WITH IRON CAN BE INTERESTING IN THE 
½ELDS  OF  CATALYSIS  AND  ELECTROCATALYSIS  AND  FOR  BIOMEDICAL 
APPLICATION  4O  OUR  KNOWLEDGE  THE  REPORTED  ATTEMPTS 
CONCERNING CHEMICAL SYNTHESIS OF ALLOYED !U&E NANOPARTICLES 
WERE  IN  GENERAL  UNSUCCESSFUL  BECAUSE  OF  A  SYSTEMATIC 
SEGREGATION BETWEEN GOLD AND IRON !U&E COLLOIDAL DISPERSIONS 
WERE  NOT  DESCRIBED  SO  FAR  EXCEPT  WHEN  SUPPORTED  ON 
SUBSTRATES  (OWEVER  RECENTLY  !U&E  MONODISPERSE 
NANOPARTICLES WERE SYNTHESIZED BY REDUCTION OF GOLD ACETATE 
BY  HEXADECANEDIOL  AND  THE  THERMAL  DECOMPOSITION  OF 
IRON  PENTACARBONYL  IN  THE  PRESENCE  OF  THE  STABILIZERS  OLEIC 
ACID AND OLEYLAMINE (ERE WE SYNTHESIZE THE !U&E SYSTEM 
BY RADIOLYTIC REDUCTION AND SHOW THAT THE OBTAINED MATERIAL 
EXHIBITS  A  HIGH  ELECTROCATALYTIC  EF½CIENCY  BOTH  FOR  PROTON 
REDUCTION AND OXYGEN REDUCTION
2ADIOLYTIC REDUCTION OF METAL IONS IN SOLUTIONS IS AN EF½CIENT 
PROCESS  TO  SYNTHESIZE  BIMETALLIC  NANOPARTICLES  OF  CONTROLLED 
SIZE AND STRUCTURE $IFFERENT BIMETALLIC NANOPARTICLES HAVE 
BEEN  SYNTHESIZED  BY  RADIOLYSIS  AS  CORESHELLS  OR  ALLOYED 
DEPENDING ON THE DOSE RATE SUCH AS !U!G !U0D  !U0T 
!G0D  4HE  HYDRATED  ELECTRONS  AND  THE  REDUCING  RADICAL 
PRODUCED  DURING  THE  RADIOLYSIS  OF  THE  SOLVENT  ARE 
USED TO REDUCE METAL IONS 2ECENTLY VERY SMALL IRON NANOPARTICLES 
OF  NM WERE SYNTHESIZED BY RADIOLYSIS (ERE WE SHOW THAT 




-ETAL  SALTS  +!U#L  FROM $EGUSSA  PURITY    	  ANDOR  &E#L 
PURITY  	 FROM 0ROLABO METAL CONCENTRATION XX 
MOL DM	 WERE DISSOLVED WITH POLYVINYLPYRROLYDONE	 060 FROM 









4HE  GLASSY  CARBON  SAMPLES  HAD  A  DIAMETER  OF   MM  4HE 
ELECTROCHEMICAL SETUP WAS AN %'  '  ! DRIVEN BY A 0# 
WITH  THE  -  SOFTWARE  0OTENTIALS  ARE  QUOTED  AGAINST  A 
SATURATED  CALOMEL  ELECTRODE  3#%	  4HE  COUNTER  ELECTRODE 
WAS A PLATINUM GAUZE OF LARGE SURFACE AREA 0URE WATER WAS 
USED THROUGHOUT )T WAS OBTAINED BY PASSING THROUGH A 2I/S 
  UNIT  FOLLOWED BY  A -ILLIPORE1 !CADEMIC  PURI½CATION  SET 






RADIOLYTICALLY  IN  ETHYLENE  GLYCOL  %'	  WITH  THE  PRESENCE  OF 
POLYVINYLPYRROLYDONE	 060	 !N ABSORPTION BAND WITH A PEAK 
LOCATED AT  NM DUE TO THE &E))060 OR !U)))060 COMPLEXES 
&IG    AND  &IG  	    6ERY  SMALL  AND  HOMOGENOUS  IRON 
NANOPARTICLES OF  NM ARE OBTAINED BY  IRRADIATION OF &E))060 






THEN  A  PLASMON  BAND  AT    NM  APPEARS  AND  INCREASES  IN 
INTENSITY  &IG  	  4%-  OBSERVATION  SHOWS  FACETED  !U 
NANOPARTICLES  .0S	  COMPOSED    MAINLY  OF  OCTAHEDRA   
NM	 &IG  INSET	 A FEW TRIANGLES AND RODS ARE ALSO OBSERVED 
/WING TO THEIR  INTEREST FOR FUTURE COMPARISONS !U  &E	 




56VIS  SPECTRA  WERE  RECORDED  WITH  A  6ARIAN  $-3    3 
SPECTROPHOTOMETER
4%-  WAS  PERFORMED  ON  NANOPARTICLES  DEPOSITED  ON 
CARBONCOATED  COPPER  GRIDS  USING  A  *%/,  *%-    #8)) 
TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPE AT ACCELERATING VOLTAGE OF 
 K6 OR WITH A &%) 4ECNAI EQUIPPED WITH A &%' OPERATING AT 
  K6  %$8  ELEMENTAL  ANALYSIS  WAS  PERFORMED  USING  AN 
/XFORD )NSTRUMENTS SYSTEM
4HE  803  ANALYSIS  WAS  PERFORMED  ON  )N  FOILS  $ROPS  OF 
SAMPLE WERE DEPOSITED ON THE FOILS UNDER GLOVE BOX AND DRIED 
UNDER  .  ¾OW  4HE  803  ANALYZER  WAS  A  4HERMO  %LECTRON 









K7	  !  CYLINDRICAL  IMAGE  PLATE  WAS  USED  TO  COLLECT  THE 




POLISHING  OF  THE  GLASSY  CARBON  '#  ,E  #ARBONE  ,ORRAINE 
&RANCE	  ELECTRODES  HAS  BEEN  DESCRIBED  PREVIOUSLY  AS WAS 
































































OF  &E#L  IN  THE  PRESENCE  OF  PREFORMED  !U	  NANOPARTICLES 
WITH THE NOMINAL &E  !U RATIO BEING   






LIGHT  SCATTERING  CONTRIBUTION  AT  LONGER  WAVELENGTHS  IS  ALSO 




%NERGY DISPERSIVE 8RAY  %$8	 ANALYSIS  ATTESTS  THAT  THE  SMALL 
NANOPARTICLES OF  NM ARE MAINLY COMPOSED OF &E WHILE THE 
LARGE PARTICLES ARE COMPOSED OF !U WITH A SMALL AMOUNT OF &E 
&IG  	  7E  PERFORMED  THE  803  MEASUREMENTS  ON  THE 




























































































&E/  CON½GURATION  &OR  THE  !U&E  SYSTEM  THE  ENERGY 
DISTRIBUTION SLIGHTLY DIFFERS SUGGESTING THAT IRON IN !U&E .0S IS 
LESS SENSITIVE TO OXIDATION 
-IXED  SOLUTIONS  WITH  OTHER  ;!U)))=;&E))=  RATIOS    AND 
	  WERE  IRRADIATED  UNDER  THE  SAME  CONDITIONS  !FTER 
COMPLETE REDUCTION THE IRRADIATED SOLUTIONS ARE COLORLESS AND 
AGAIN  NO  PLASMON  BAND  IS  OBTAINED  4%-  IMAGES  SHOW 
  NM  NANOPARTICLES  AS  WELL  AS  A  VERY  FEW  LARGE  RODS  AND 
FACETED PARTICLES 
82$ MEASUREMENTS  ON  !U&E  NANOPARTICLES  OBTAINED  AT 




AT  Q            AND   
RESPECTIVELY  USING  -O  RADIATION  L      NM		  4HIS 
STRUCTURE IS VERY CLOSE TO THE ONE OF BULK GOLD 
&OR  !U&E  NANOPARTICLES  OBTAINED  FROM  THE  INITIAL 
RATIOS !U)))&E))   AND !U)))&E))  	 NO SHARP "RAGG PEAKS 
ARE  RECORDED 4HIS  INDICATES  THAT MOST OF  THE NANOPARTICLES 
ARE QUITE  SMALL    0ROBABLY  THE AMOUNT OF  LARGE .0´S  RICH  IN 
GOLD IS TOO SMALL TO DETECT THE ASSOCIATED SHARP "RAGG PEAKS 
















FROM      6  TO  ¯    6  VS  3#%  THE  FORMATION  AND 
REDUCTION OF  GOLD  OXIDES  IN  THE  HIGH POTENTIAL  DOMAIN  JUST 
BEFORE  OXYGEN  EVOLUTION  AND  THE  PROTON  REDUCTION  AND 
HYDROGEN  OXIDATION  IN  THE  NEGATIVE  POTENTIAL  DOMAIN  4HIS 
VOLTAMMETRIC  PATTERN  REMAINS  STABLE  UPON  CONTINUOUS 
POTENTIAL  CYCLING  WITH  A  SLIGHT  TENDENCY  OF  THE  PROTON 
REDUCTION PROCESS TO SHIFT  IN THE POSITIVE POTENTIAL DIRECTION 
DURING THE ½RST SEVERAL CYCLES /BSERVATION OF SUCH MACROSCOPIC 
STABILITY  AND  THE  ANALOGY WITH  THE  RECENT  SUCCESSFUL  USE OF 
0D&E .0S FOR OXYGEN REDUCTION IN ACID MEDIUM CONSTITUTE 
THE BASIS FOR FURTHER STUDY OF THE !U&E ELECTRODE  &IGURE  
COMPARES  THE  HYDROGEN  EVOLUTION  REACTION  (%2	  IN    - 
(3/ FOR FOUR ELECTRODES PREPARED WITH THE SAME PROCEDURE 
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EXCEPT  FOR  !U  NANOPARTICLES  .0S	  COMPOSED    MAINLY  OF 
OCTAHEDRAL  A  FEW  TRIANGLES  AND  RODS  (OWEVER  IN  A  ½RST 
APPROXIMATION  THE  SHAPES  AND  SIZES  OF  THE  NANOPARTICLES 
THE ELECTROCHEMICAL BEHAVIOURS OF WHICH WILL BE COMPARED ARE 
NOT THE PRIMARY PARAMETERS OF THE PRESENT STUDY  )N ADDITION 
EVEN  THOUGH  IRON  0OURBAIX  DIAGRAMS  INDICATE  CLEARLY  THE 
INSTABILITY OF &E IN THIS SUPPORTING ELECTROLYTE THE COMPARISON 
IS USEFUL IN RULING OUT THE POSSIBILITY THAT THE OBSERVED (%2 BE 
DUE  TO  ANY  IRON  COMPOUND  ALONE  !MONG  INTERESTING 
CONCLUSIONS IT MUST BE NOTED THAT THE !U  &E	 SYSTEM IS LESS 
EF½CIENT  THAN  THE !U&E  SYSTEM  )N  SHORT  THE  SUPERIORITY OF 
THE  BIMETALLIC  !U&E  SYSTEM  FOR  CARRYING  OUT  THE  (%2  IS 
OBVIOUS  !  VOLTAMMOGRAM  RUN  AT  A  SCAN  RATE  OF  M6  S 
WAS SELECTED FOR 4AFEL ANALYSIS H  A  B LOGI WHERE H IS THE 
APPLIED  OVERPOTENTIAL  B  THE  4AFEL  SLOPE	  WITH  THE  CURRENT 
DENSITY I EXPRESSED IN AMPERE PER UNIT OF ELECTRODE GEOMETRIC 
SURFACE  BECAUSE  RELIABLE  MEASUREMENT  OF  ELECTRODE 
TRUE  SURFACE  AREA  IS  SELDOM  POSSIBLE  !NALYSIS  OF  THE  LOW 
CURRENT  DENSITY  DOMAIN  GIVES  A  STRAIGHT  LINE  SEE  &IGURE   
INSET	  WITH  A  CORRELATION  COEF½CIENT  OF  2      AND  AN 
EXCHANGE CURRENT DENSITY  I  IN ! CM
  LOGI       
WITH  A  4AFEL  SLOPE  OF  ABOUT     M6  FOR  THE  !U&E  	 
ELECTRODE 4HESE CHARACTERISTICS ARE IN THE RANGE OBTAINED FOR 
THE  BEST METALLIC  ELECTRODES  FOR  EXAMPLE  LOGI      TO 
  FOR 0T WITH SLOPES RANGING FROM   TO   M6 
4HIS  COMPARISON  UNDERSCORES  THE  SIGNI½CANTLY  HIGH  CURRENT 
DENSITY ACHIEVED WITH THE !U&E ELECTRODE 4HE !U&E 	 
AND  !U&E  	  ELECTRODES  WERE  ALSO  STUDIED  &OR  THESE 




TO  A  MODI½CATION  OF  SURFACE  COMPOSITION  TO  A  MERE 
REARRANGEMENT  OF  SURFACE  ATOMS  TO  BOTH  OR  TO  OTHER 



















Au + Fe Au/Fe
0.0 0.2-0.2 0.4 0.6
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4HE  SAME  FOUR  ELECTRODES  INCLUDING  !U&E  	 
!U  &E	 NANOPARTICLES PURE &E AND PURE !U NANOPARTICLES 
RESPECTIVELY  WERE  ALSO  TESTED  FOR  THEIR  EF½CIENCY  IN  THE 
ELECTROCATALYTIC  OXYGEN  REDUCTION  REACTION  /22	  IN    - 




THE  TWO  PURE  METALS  AND  THE  !U    &E	  SYSTEM  FOR  THE 
ELECTROCATALYTIC REDUCTION OF DIOXYGEN IN ACIDIC MEDIUM &OR 
A MORE DETAILED STUDY OF  THIS PROCESS  THE  RESULTS  FOR !U&E 








WITH  THE  TWOELECTRON  REDUCTION  OF  OXYGEN  INTO  HYDROGEN 
PEROXIDE AND THE SECOND STEP FEATURES FURTHER REDUCTION OF 










OXYGEN²  BY  %L$EAB  AND  /HSAKA  &OR  THE  TWO  OTHER 
ELECTRODES !U&E 	 AND !U&E 	 A SINGLE OXYGEN 
REDUCTION  WAVE  IS  OBSERVED  DOWN  TO  THE  (%2  POTENTIAL 
LOCATION WHATEVER THE SCAN RATE  )T  IS WORTH NOTING THAT THE 
ACTIVITY OF THE !U&E 	 AND !U&E 	 ELECTRODES IS 




FOR  THE  !U&E  	  AT    M6  S  4ENTATIVELY  IT  CAN  BE 
SUGGESTED  THAT  SUCH  REMARKABLE  BEHAVIOURS  SHOULD  BE 
ATTRIBUTED BOTH TO THE INTRINSIC PROPERTIES OF THE !U&E SYSTEM 
4HE  TWO  REDUCTION  STEPS  OF  /  ON  !U  NANOPARTICLES 
ELECTRODEPOSITED ON !U ELECTRODES WERE OBSERVED AT   
6 AND ¯  6 VS 3#%  RESPECTIVELY AT A SCAN RATE OF  M6 
S  IN    -  (3/








AND  MECHANISTIC  STUDIES  ARE  STILL  NECESSARY  TO  COMPLETELY 
UNDERSTAND THE REDUCTION PROCESS OF OXYGEN ON THESE SERIES 





POLARISATION  WAVE  TO  MORE  THAN  TWO  AT  MORE  NEGATIVE 
POTENTIALS  THUS  INDICATING  THE  FURTHER  REDUCTION  OF  THE 
PEROXIDE  FORMED BY  THE  REDUCTION  OF /
  &INALLY  THE  ½NAL 
PRODUCT OF OXYGEN  REDUCTION  IN ACID MEDIUM BY  THE &E!U 
SYSTEM  WILL  DEPEND  ON  THE  COMPOSITION  OF 













6ERSAILLES  3AINT  1UENTINEN9VELINES	  FOR  ASSISTANCE  IN  803 
EXPERIMENTS AND 0ATRICIA "EAUNIER ,ABORATOIRE DE 2mACTIVITm 




STUDENT  IN  THE  ,ABORATORY  OF  0HYSICAL 
#HEMISTRY ,#0	 AT THE 0ARIS3UD 5NIVERSITY 
(ER RESEARCH ACTIVITIES ARE FAST KINETICS AND 
ELECTRON  RELAXATION  MEASUREMENTS  IN 
SOLUTION  BY  PULSE  RADIOLYSIS  SYNTHESIS  OF 
METAL  NANOPARTICLES  IN  SOLUTION  AND  THEIR 
APPLICATIONS IN ELECTRO CATALYSIS
-EHRAN  -OSTAFAVI  IS  0ROFESSOR  OF 
0HYSICAL #HEMISTRY AT 0ARIS3UD 5NIVERSITY 
AND  THE  HEAD  OF  THE  ,ABORATOIRE 
DE  #HIMIE  0HYSIQUE  OF  #.23  AT  /RSAY 
/NE  OF  HIS  RESEARCH  INTERESTS  IS  THE 
MECHANISM OF METAL AND SEMICONDUCTOR 






OF  4ECHNOLOGY  SINCE  (ER  ACTIVITIES 
ARE FOCUSED ON STRUCTUREACTIVITY RELATIONS 
IN  HETEROGENEOUS  CATALYSTS  ZEOLITES  AND 
MESOPOROUS  MATERIALS  SULPHIDES  METAL 
NANOPARTICLES	  AND  INCLUDE  STATEOFTHE
ART TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY
!RNAUD %TCHEBERRY  IS  A #.23    #ENTRE 
.ATIONAL  DE  2ECHERCHE  3CIENTI½QUE	 
RESEARCHER  AND  THE  SECOND (EAD OF  4HE 
)NSTITUT  ,AVOISIER  OF  6ERSAILLES  (E  IS  ALSO 
THE  LEADER  OF  THE  %LECTROCHEMISTRY  AND 
0HYSICAL #HEMISTRY AT THE )NTERFACES GROUP 
(IS  RESEARCH  INTERESTS  FOCUS  ON  SURFACE 
ANALYSIS BY PHOTOELECTRON SPECTROSCOPY AND !UGER ELECTRONS 
NOBLE  METAL  AND  SEMICONDUCTOR  SURFACES  METAL  AND 
SEMICONDUCTOR  ELECTROCHEMISTRY  ELECTROCHEMISTRY  ON 
FUNCTIONALIZED  0T  NANOPARTICLES  ELECTROCATALYSIS  AND 
ELECTRODEPOSITION  
-ARIANE )MPEROR GOT A 0H$ IN PHYSICS 
IN    AT  0ARIS3UD  5NIVERSITY  /RSAY 
3HE  IS  A  RESEARCHER  AT  THE  #.23  SINCE 
  3HE  IS WORKING  IN  THE 8RAY  TEAM 
FROM  THE  ,ABORATOIRE  DE  0HYSIQUE  DES 
3OLIDES  IN  /RSAY  AT  THE  0ARIS3UD 
5NIVERSITY (ER RESEARCH INTERESTS CONCERN 
THE  STRUCTURE  OF  COMPLEX  ¾UIDS  LIQUIDCRYSTALS  AND 






RADIOLYSIS  METAL  NANOPARTICLES  AND 
NANOMATERIALS  NUCLEATION  AND  GROWTH 
PROCESSES FUEL CELLS AND PHOTOCATALYSIS
$R  "INETA  +EITA  $IRECTEUR  DE  2ECHERCHE  IN  THE  &RENCH 
#.23	  AND  0ROF  ,OUIS  .ADJO  ARE  SENIOR  RESEARCHERS 
4HEIR  WORK  IS  FOCUSED  ON  ELECTROCHEMISTRY  AND 
ELECTROCATALYSIS
2EFERENCES
     '' .UNES 2#2 "OTTINI $- 2EIS 0(# #AMARGO $* %VANS 0" 
(ITCHCOCK '* ,EIGH %, 3A *& 3OARES )NORG #HIM !CTA   

    - (ARUTA * .EW -AT %LECTROCHEMICAL 3YST   
    #* :HONG -- -AYE !DV -ATER   
    $4 4HOMPSON .ANOTODAY   
    *, &ERNANDEZ $! 7ALSH !* "ARD * !M #HEM 3OC   
     +! &RIEDRICH & (ENGLEIN 5 3TIMMING 7 5NKAUF %LECTROCHIM !CTA 
  
     4 * 3CHMIDT : *USYS (! 'ASTEIGER 2* "EHM 5 %NDRUSCHAT (* 
"ONNEMANN %LECTROANAL #HEM   
     4 * 3CHMIDT 6 3TAMENKOVIC .- -ARKOVIC 0. 2OSS *R %LECTROCHIM 
!CTA   
     "" "LIZANAC - !RENZ 0. 2OSS .- -ARKOVIC * !M #HEM 3OC  
 
    ' 4REMILIOSI&ILHO %2 'ONZALEZ !* -OTHEO %- "ELGSIR *- ,mGER  
# ,AMY * %LECTROANAL #HEM   
    : "ORKOWSKA ! 4YMOSIAK:IELINSKA ' 3HUL %LECTROCHIM !CTA    

    * ,UO 0. .JOKI 9 ,IN , 7ANG #* :HONG %LECTROCHEM #OMMUN 
  
   -3 %L$EAB 4 /SAKA %LECTROCHIM !CTA   
    # -IHUT # $ESCROME $ $UPREZ -$ !MIRIDIS * #ATAL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    0 (ERNANDEZ&ERNANDEZ 3 2OJAS 0 /CON *, 'OMEZ DE LA &UENTE * 3AN 
&ABIAN * 3ANZA -! 0ENA &* 'ARCIA'ARCIA 0 4ERREROS *,' &IERRO  
* 0HYS #HEM #      
    + 3ATO " "IAN 9 (IROTSU *PN * !PPL 0HYS 0ART    ,
    $, ,U + $OMEN +) 4ANAKA ,ANGMUIR   
    90 ,EE 2 'ONTARZ *9 2HEE 0HYS 2EV " #ONDES -ATTER-ATER 0HYS 
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 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